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How we shall 
do things

Look how and what is done in the 
same manner

This is the hands on- activity part
Do some crazy stuff !!

Come back and discuss.
Analyse

Generate analogy
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Make the largest square possible using your 
sheet and document 32 things around you in it

Lets do this while this plays…

Your times up when it stops!!



DID you think ‘WHY’ for a moment!?

● Why a square out of the sheet
● why 32 and not 30
● why Beethoven ( wait whaat!)
● ...



Well that's 
‘Thinking Design’



Thinking Design, 
Did i?

● You were just looking ‘at’ the 
problem

● Not what it actually is
● Tackling the problem as it is…
● How your thinking structure is...



Lets UNLEARN!,

not what you have learnt!
but 

how you have learnt 



observe that it can go the other 
way too!

The design thinkers 
CYCLE!!

Know

Learn

Confuse



Be one with In-animation

Take another sheet

You are to move out of this room and consider ONE thing to 
‘be one with’ 

You will have to write this down

REMEMBER THIS IS NOT SIMILAR TO THE FIRST ACTIVITY
you can ask me why!!



Come speak for it!!



what you did!

You expressed the thoughts from an in-animated 
perspective, THATS CRAAZY!

You were able to get a deeper insight/new meaning to 
what the thing you selected is

Can you tell me one new thing that you learnt which 
you never noticed?



Let’s Discuss 
WHY you did WHAT you did!



HUNGRY ??!



Let’s Learn 
some sketching!



RICH PICTURES
(⅕)



RICH PICTURES
(⅖)



RICH PICTURES
(⅗)



RICH PICTURES
(⅘)



RICH PICTURES
(5/5)



ART of story making

Take another sheet

You are to move out of this room and use ONE thing to ‘be one 
with’ 

You will have to speak for it, write this down

REMEMBER THIS IS NOT SIMILAR TO THE FIRST ACTIVITY
you can ask me why!!



You could try making your own 
crazy story



What you did 
was connecting 
dots!!

Lets what see what we 
got from this 

Anyone is welcome to 
share



Maybe you need to Define 
both of them

HINT:
What you did today

Design Thinking
HINT: 

‘ABOUT’ what you did till 
today

(till morning at least :P)

Thinking Design

One for 
each !

no worries i am here to 
help (only help!)



This is where 
design thinking and thinking design 

meet

Structure

Behaviour

Form

You apply this everywhere,
you are awesome!!



This one might seem very 
bizaarrre!!

The ART of Storytelling



Come speak for it
Again!!



What you did was

Indeed Connecting dots

But this time things were 
bizaarly unrelated



SPECIAL THANKS to
MALA MA’AM

Rajyalaksmi MA’AM



Some words 
from my Sir



GS Nitesh
email: nitesh.dps@gmail.com

WhatsApp : +91 88859-55255 

This is me...



“craziness is when you start understanding 
that you can be craazy!!”

—SOMEONE FAMOUS
you can take a guess!!


